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MECHANISMS OF MULTIPARTICLE PRODUCTIONIN HEAVY ION COLLISIONS AT HIGH ENERGYA. CapellaLaboratoire de Physique ThéoriqueUnité Mixte de Reherhe UMR nÆ 8627, CNRSUniversité de Paris XI, Bâtiment 210, 91405 Orsay Cedex, Frane(Reeived Marh 9, 2003)Dediated to Jan Kwiei«ski in honour of his 65th birthdayIn the framework of a mirosopi string model inlusive harged parti-le distribution and baryon and antibaryon prodution are desribed. Theemphasis is put on high energies (RHIC) where shadowing orretions playa ruial role. Some reent developments on J= suppression at CERN-SPSare also disussed. Possible onsequenes for the ruial issue of thermalequilibration of the produed system are onsidered.PACS numbers: 13.85.Hd 1. IntrodutionThis work is a ontinuation of the one presented in Ref [1℄, where I dis-ussed multipartile prodution at CERN-SPS energies. The present artileis mainly onerned with higher energies where the e�ets of shadowing playa very important role. In the framework of the model presented below, theshadowing orretions an be omputed from high mass di�ration prati-ally without any new free parameter. When the e�ets of shadowing aretaken into aount, the model desribes the inlusive harged partile pro-dution at RHIC as a funtion of entrality [2℄. A omparison with theresults obtained [3, 4℄ in the framework of the saturation model is also pre-sented.Another new development onerns net baryon prodution (stopping).It is shown that both SPS and RHIC data an be desribed with the samemehanism (and the same values of the parameters) used in pp interations.This indiates that there is no evidene for an �anomalous� stopping in theheavy ion data [5℄. (3331)



3332 A. CapellaAs already observed at CERN-SPS, rare proesses like strange and mul-tistrange baryon and antibaryon prodution, an only be desribed with theintrodution of some �nal state interation between the produed partiles(omovers interation) [1℄. It turns out, however, that the interation ross-setions required to desribe the data are omparatively small (a few tenthsof a mb) and, in view of the shortness of the interation time (5 � 7 fm) itseem quite improbable that the system an reah thermal equilibrium. Ina reent development [6℄ reported below, we show that the same formalismof �nal state interation used at CERN-SPS an desribe RHIC data withthe same values of the parameters. Preditions for � and � produtionhave been on�rmed by reent STAR data. Preditions for 
 and 
 arealso given.Finally, we analyse the new NA50 data on J= suppression at CERN-SPS in the omovers approah [7, 8℄ and disuss expetations at RHIC.2. The model2.1. Hadron�hadron interationsThe Dual Parton Model (DPM) [9℄ and the Quark Gluon String Model(QGSM) [10℄ are losely related dynamial models of soft hadroni intera-tions. They are based on the large-N expansion of non-perturbative QCD[11�13℄ and on Gribov's Reggeon Field Theory (RFT) [14℄. Their main aimis to determine the mehanism of multipartile prodution in hadroni andnulear interations. The basi mehanism is well known in e+e� annihila-tion (Fig. 1). Here the e+e� onverts into a virtual photon, whih deaysinto a qq pair. In the rest system of the virtual photon the quark (witholour 3) and the antiquark (olour 3) separate from eah other produingone string (or hain) of hadrons, i.e. two bak-to-bak jets. Proesses of thistype are alled one-string proesses.
Fig. 1. The mehanism of partile prodution in e+e� annihilation. The net of softgluons and quark loops is only shown here and in Fig. 6.In hadron�hadron interations, a one-string mehanism is also possiblebut only in some ases, namely when the projetile ontains an antiquark(quark) of the same type than a quark (antiquark) of the target, whih an



Mehanisms of Multipartile Prodution in Heavy Ion . . . 3333annihilate with eah other in their interation. For instane in �+p, the dof �+ an annihilate with the d of p and a single string is strethed betweenthe u of �+ (olour 3) and a diquark uu of p (olour 3). This mehanism isalso possible in pp interations (Fig. 2) but not in pp. This already indiatesthat it annot give the dominant ontribution at high energy. Indeed, whentaking the square of the diagram of Fig. 2 (in the sense of unitarity) weobtain a planar graph, whih is the dominant one aording to the large-Nexpansion. However, this only means that this graph has the strongest ou-pling. Sine �avour quantum numbers are exhanged between projetileand target, this graph gives a ontribution to the total ross-setion thatdereases as an inverse power of s (1=ps). A derease with s is always asso-iated with �avour exhange. For instane, the harge exhange ��p! �0nross-setion also dereases as 1=ps. Atually, the diagram in Fig. 2 or-responds to the exhange of a seondary Reggeonwith interept lose to 1/2.
Fig. 2. One string diagram in pp.In order to prevent the exhange of �avour between projetile and tar-get, the d and d have to stay, respetively, in the projetile and target hemi-spheres. Sine they are oloured, they must hadronize strething a seondstring of type d�d. We obtain in this way a two-string diagram (Figs. 3�5).

Fig. 3. Dominant two-hain (single ut Pomeron) ontributions to high energy�+-proton ollisions.
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Fig. 4. Dominant two-hain ontribution to proton�antiproton ollisions at highenergies (single ut Pomeron).

Fig. 5. Dominant two-hain diagram desribing multipartile prodution in highenergy proton�proton ollisions (single ut Pomeron).Taking the square of this diagram, we obtain a graph with the topologyof a ylinder (Fig. 6). It turns out that this is the simplest topology onean onstrut whih does not vanish as s ! 1 due to �avour exhange.Therefore, we obtain in this way the dominant graph for hadron-hadronsattering at high energy. The diagram in Fig. 6 is alled a Pomeron (P )and the graphs in Figs. 3�5 a ut Pomeron. Its order in the large-N expan-sion is 1=N2 [12,13℄. Note that due to energy onservation the longitudinalmomentum frations taken by the two systems at the string ends have toadd up to unity.There are also higher order diagrams (in the sense of the large-N ex-pansion) with 4, 6, 8 strings whih give non-vanishing ontributions at highenergy. An example of the next-to-leading graph for pp interations is shownin Fig. 7. It ontains four strings � the two extra strings are strethed be-tween sea quarks and antiquarks. The square of this graph orresponds toa PP ut and has the topology of a ylinder with a handle. Its order in the
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Fig. 6. Single Pomeron exhange and its underlying ylindrial topology. This isthe dominant ontribution to proton�proton elasti sattering at high energies.

Fig. 7. Two ut Pomeron (four-hain) diagram for proton�proton ollisions.large-N expansion is 1=N4. The one with six strings orresponds to a PPPut and to the topology of a ylinder with two handles (order 1=N6), et.The single partile inlusive spetrum is then given by [9℄dNppdy (y) = 1Pn �n Xn �n �N qq�qvn (y)+N qv�qqn (y)+(2n�2)N qs�qsn (y)�' N qq�qvk (y) +N qv�qqk (y) + (2k � 2)N qs�qsk (y) ; (1)where k =Pn n�n.Pn �n is the average number of inelasti ollisions. Notethat eah term onsists of 2n strings, i.e. two strings per inelasti ollisions.Two of these strings, of type qq�q, ontain the diquarks of the ollidingprotons. All other strings are of type q�q.The weights �n of the di�erent graphs, i.e. their ontribution to thetotal ross-setion, annot be omputed in the large-N expansion. However,it has been shown [15℄ that there is a one-to-one orrespondene between thevarious graphs in the large-N expansion and those in perturbative ReggeonField Theory [14℄. We use the weights obtained from the latter with the



3336 A. Capellaparameters determined from a �t to total and elasti ross-setions [9, 10℄.At SPS energies we get k = 1:4 and at RHIC k = 2 at ps = 130 GeV andk = 2:2 at ps = 200 GeV [2℄.The hadroni spetra of the individual strings N(y) are obtained fromonvolutions of momentum distribution funtions, giving the probability to�nd a given onstituent (valene quark, sea quark of diquark) in the proje-tile or in the target, with the orresponding fragmentation funtions. Thedependene of N(y) on the number of ollisions appears via the former. Itis a result of energy onservation. (The larger the number of strings, thesmaller the average invariant mass of eah one.)Momentum distribution and fragmentation funtions are largely deter-mined from known Regge interepts [9, 10℄. The momentum distributionfuntion of a valene quark in a hadron behaves as 1=px. As in the partonmodel, this behaviour results from the interept 1/2 of a Reggeon trajetory.Thus, in average, the valene quark in a proton is slow and the diquark isfast due to energy onservation. Both momentum distribution and fragmen-tation funtions are assumed to be universal, i.e. the same in all hadroniand nulear interations. This property gives to the model a great predi-tive power. Finally, individual strings are assumed to be independent. Inthis way, the hadroni spetra of a given graph are obtained by adding upthe orresponding ones for the individual strings. This leads to a piture,in whih, for any individual graph, partiles are produed with only short-range (in rapidity) orrelations. Long-range orrelations (and a broadeningof the multipliity distributions) are due to �utuations in the number ofstrings, i.e. to the superposition of di�erent graphs with their orrespond-ing weights. This gives a simple and suessful desription of the data inhadron�hadron and hadron�nuleus interations [9, 10, 16℄.2.2. Nuleus�nuleus interationsThe generalisation of Eq. (1) to nuleus�nuleus ollisions is rather straight-forward. For simpliity let us onsider the ase of AA ollisions and let nAand n be the average number of partiipants of eah nuleus and the averagenumber of binary NN ollisions, respetively. At �xed impat parameter b,we have [17℄dNAAdy (b) = nA(b) hN qq�qv�(b) (y) +N qv�qq�(b) (y) + (2k � 2)N qs�qs�(b) i+(n(b)� nA(b)) 2k N qs�qs�(b) (y) ; (2)where nA(b) and n(b) are omputed from the standard formulae in theGlauber model. The physial meaning of Eq. (2) is quite obvious. The



Mehanisms of Multipartile Prodution in Heavy Ion . . . 3337expression in brakets orresponds to a NN ollision. Sine nA nuleons ofeah nuleus partiipate in the ollision, this expression has to be multipliedby nA. Note that in Eq. (1) the average number of ollisions is k and thenumber of strings 2k. In the present ase the total average number of ol-lisions is kn and the number of strings 2kn. The seond term in Eq. (2)is preisely needed in order to have the total number of strings required bythe model. Note that there are 2nA strings involving the valene quarks anddiquarks of the partiipating nuleons. The remaining strings are neessar-ily strethed between sea quarks and antiquarks. The value of �(b) is givenby �(b) = k�(b) with �(b) = n(b)=nA(b) �(b) represents the total averagenumber of inelasti ollisions su�ered by eah nuleon (for more details seeSe. 5).We see from Eq. (2) that dNAA=dy is obtained as a linear ombinationof the average number of partiipants and of binary ollisions. The oe�-ients are determined within the model and depend on the impat parametervia �(b). Note that the presene of a term proportional to the number ofbinary ollisions is a general feature of RFT and is not related to mini jetprodution.As disussed in Se. 2.1 the average invariant mass of a string ontain-ing a diquark at one end is larger than the one of a q�q string sine theaverage momentum fration taken by a diquark is larger than that of quark.It turns out that the same is true for the entral plateau, i.e. N qq�q(y��0)> N q�q(y� � 0). Let us now onsider two limiting ases:If N qs�qs(y��0)� N qq�qv(y��0); then dNAAdy (y��0)�nA�A1 : (3)If N qs�qs(y��0) � N qq�qv(y��0); then dNAAdy (y��0)�n�A4=3 : (4)In the �rst ase we obtain a proportionality in the number of partiipantsnA whereas in the seond ase we obtain a proportionality in the number ofbinary ollisions. Sine dNAA=dy � (1=�AA)d�AA=dy, the latter result im-plies that d�AA=dy � A2, i.e. all unitarity orretions anel and we obtainthe same result as in the impulse approximation (Born term only). This re-sult is known as the Abramovsky�Gribov�Kanheli (AGK) anellation andis valid for a general lass of models whih inludes the Glauber and eikonalones. It implies that, for the inlusive ross-setion, soft and hard proesseshave the same A-dependene. However, the AGK anellation is violatedby diagrams related to the di�ration prodution of large-mass states � theso-alled triple Pomeron or enhaned diagrams. These diagrams give rise toshadowing orretions as disussed below. Their e�et is very important innulear ollisions sine they are enhaned by A1=3 fators.



3338 A. Capella2.3. Shadowing orretionsIn Appendix A, we disuss the physial ontent of the AGK uttingrules and their pratial realization in the probabilisti Glauber model. It isshown there that multiple sattering diagrams, resulting from the s-hanneliteration of the Born term, give non-vanishing ontributions to the totalross-setions (shadowing). However, in the ase of the single partile inlu-sive ross-setion, these ontributions anel identially (AGK anellation),provided the measured partile has been produed in an inelasti interation(ut Pomeron). If, on the ontrary, the trigger partile is produed in thevertex funtion (blob) of the multiple sattering diagram, one obtains thesame shadowing e�ets than in the total ross-setion. This is the physialorigin of the AGK violations present in DPM (see Se. 2.2). It is lear thatif the blob has a small extension in rapidity, prodution from the blob willmainly ontribute to the fragmentation region. Therefore, at mid-rapidities,and su�ient large energy, the AGK anellation will be valid.Let us onsider next the ontribution to the total ross-setion result-ing from the di�rative prodution of large mass states. Clearly, this isequivalent to an inrease of the rapidity extension of the blob whih, in thisase, an over the mid-rapidity region. Therefore, shadowing orretionsto the single partile ross-setion will be present in this ase, provided themeasured partile is part of the di�ratively produed system. As shown inAppendix A, the shadowing orretion is just given by the di�rative ross-setion with negative sign. (This is exatly true only for purely imaginaryamplitudes.) The theoretial expression of the di�rative ross-setion iswell-known. An important part is given by the triple-Pomeron term. It hasalso been measured experimentally and, thus, the shadowing orretions anbe omputed with no free parameters.Considering for simpliity only the ontribution of the triple Pomeronterm, the e�et of the shadowing orretions is obtained [2,18℄ by multiplyingEq. (2) by RAB(b) = R d2s fA(s) fB(b� s)TAB(b) ; (5)where fA(b) = TA(b)1 +A F (s) TA(b) : (6)Here the funtion F (s) is given by the integral of the ratio of the triplePomeron ross-setion d2�PPP=dy dt at t = 0 to the single Pomeron ex-hange ross-setion �p(s):
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F (s) = 4� ymaxZymin dy 1�p(s) d2�PPPdy dt ������t=0 = C [exp (�ymax)� exp (�ymin)℄ (7)with y = ln (s=M2), where M2 is the squared mass of the di�rative sys-tem. For a partile produed at ym = 0, ymax = 12 ln (s=mT)2 and ymin =ln (RAmN=p3). � = �P (0) � 1 = 0:13 and C is a onstant proportionalto the triple Pomeron oupling. RA is the nulear radius, TA(b) the nulearpro�le funtion and TAB(b) = R d2sTA(s)TB(b� s).Eqs. (5) to (7) an be derived only when the triple Pomeron oupling issmall and, thus, the seond term in the denominator of (5) is small omparedto the �rst one. In this ase, we have [1+AF (s)TA(b)℄�1 � 1�AF (s)TA(b),and only the ontribution of the triple Pomeron graph is involved in the shad-owing. In general higher order resatterings are also present. They are modeldependent. The denominator in Eq. (5) orrespond to the sumof all �fan� di-agrams with Pomeron branhings (generalised Shwimmer model [19℄).It is interesting to study the A-dependene of the shadowing orretionsin the limit of large triple Pomeron oupling (when the �rst term in thedenominator of Eq. (6) an be negleted). In this ase we �nd RAA � A�2=3,i.e. the A4=3 behaviour resulting from the AGK anellation is redued toA2=3. This limit was onsidered by Kanheli many years ago [20℄.Note that shadowing orretions to inlusive spetra are not spei� tosoft proesses. The triple Pomeron terms desribed above are also responsi-ble for shadowing in hard proesses.3. Charged partile multipliities3.1. Low pTAt SPS energies the limit given by Eq. (4) is not reahed, and Eq. (2)leads to an A dependene of dNAA=dy at y� � 0 in A� with � only slightlyabove unity (� � 1:08 between 2 and 370 partiipants). On the other hand,shadowing orretions are small due to phase spae limitations (ymax � yminin Eq. (7)). The results [2℄ for Pb�Pb ollisions at ps = 17:3 GeV are shownin Fig. 8.We see that both the absolute values and the entrality dependene arewell reprodued. When the energy inreases, Eq. (4) shows that the valueof � should inrease towards 4=3, in the absene of shadowing orretions.However, the e�et of the latter is inreasingly important and, as a result,the value of � varies little with s. At ps = 130 GeV, without shadowingorretions the A-dependene is A�, with � � 1:27 in the same range of
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Fig. 8. The values of dN h=dy per partiipant for Pb�Pb ollisions at ps=17:3GeVomputed [2℄ from Eq. (2), ompared with WA98 data.npart, a value whih is not far from the maximal one, � = 4=3 from Eq. (4).With the shadowing orretions the A-dependene is muh weaker (lowerline of the shaded area in Fig. 9) [2℄.The A-dependene is now given by A� with � � 1:13 � always in therange of npart from 2 to 370. As we see, the inrease of � from SPS to RHICenergies is rather small. This value of � is predited to hange very littlebetween RHIC and LHC, where � � 1:1. For, the inrease from � � 1:27to � � 4=3 obtained in the absene of shadowing is ompensated by an in-rease in the strength of the shadowing orretions, leaving the e�etive valueof � pratially unhanged. This implies that dN=dy at y� � 0 in entralAu�Au ollisions will inrease by a fator of 2 to 2.5 between RHIC and LHC� only slightly smaller than the orresponding inrease of d�=dy in pp.
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Fig. 9. The values of dN h=d� :m:=(0:5 npart) for Au�Au ollisions atps = 130GeVomputed [2℄ from (2) inluding shadowing orretions are given by the dark band inbetween solid lines. ThePHENIXdata are also shown (blak irles and shaded area).3.2. Large pTLet us de�ne the ratioRAA(b) = d2NAAdy dpTn(b) d2Nppdy dpT : (8)For entral Au�Au ollisions at y� � 0, we �nd RAA = A1:13�4=3 = 0:34when numerator and denominator are integrated over pT. Clearly this valueorresponds to small values of pT whih give the dominant ontribution todN=dy. This result is in agreement with the measured values of RAA atpT � hpTi [21℄. This was to be expeted from the results presented inFig. 9. It is interesting that these data, as well as PHENIX ones [22℄ showapproximately the same value of RAA at large pT1.1 I would like to thank N. Armesto, K. Boreskov, Y. Dokshitzer, A. Kaidalov, O.Kanheli, A. Krzywiki and D. Shi� for disussions on this subjet.



3342 A. CapellaMore preisely, the data show a small inrease of RAA at moderate pTand, at large pT, they show a saling in the number of partiipants ratherthan in the number of binary ollisions. Suh a result is expeted in thepresent approah. Indeed, at large pT the shadowing orretions stronglyderease due to the inrease of mT in ymax (Eq. (7)). However, the largerthreshold at large pT a�ets mostly the q�q strings whih have a smallerinvariant mass than the qq�q ones. Thus, with inreasing pT we approahthe limit in Eq. (3) leading to a saling in the number of partiipants. Thesmall inrease of RAA at moderate pT is probably due to the Cronin e�etor to a ombination of this e�et and jet quenhing. Reently, it has beenshown [23℄ that the Cronin e�et is onsiderably smaller at RHIC and LHCenergies than at SPS ones due to the hange with energy of the oherenelength.However, the present approah may not be valid at large pT. In this ase,the large pT suppression ould be due to an interation with the medium (jetquenhing or omovers interation), whih would produe a shift in the pTof the produed partile. The observed saling in the number of partiipantsis then aidental.4. Comparison with the saturation modelIn the saturation model, the A-dependene of harged partile inlusivespetrum in the saturation regime (i.e. �QCD � pT < Qs, where Qs is thesaturation sale) is given by [3, 4℄dNdy d2pT � A2=3�s(Qs) : (9)Comparison with previous setion results indiates that, apart from loga-rithmi fators due to �s(Qs), we obtain the same result as in RFT withMAXIMAL shadowing. As disussed in the previous setion, this result isin violent disagreement with RHIC data.The question is then how a reasonable desription of the data has beenobtained in [3℄. The answer is the following. The authors have onsidereddN=dy rather than dN=dyd2pT. By integrating over d2pT up to Qs andassuming a pT-broadening orresponding to Q2s � A1=3 they have gained onepower of A1=3. Furthermore, the fator ��1s � logA1=3 inreases the e�etivepower slightly above A1 reahing agreement with experiment. The problemwith this explanation is that a pT-broadening in A1=3 is muh larger than theone seen in the data (whih is of the order of 30% between peripheral andentral ollisions). In order to desribe it a parametrization of the saturationsale has been introdued in [4℄ of the type:



Mehanisms of Multipartile Prodution in Heavy Ion . . . 3343"0:61 + 0:39� npart(b)npart�max�1=3# p2so : (10)With this de�nition, pso is the value of the saturation sale for the mostentral ollisions (orresponding to npart�max = 347 partiipants). Withsuh an expression of the saturation sale, the A-dependene of dN=dy is thesame as that of dN=dy d2pT within 30% and, with the mild A-dependeneof ��1s used before, it is not possible to desribe the data. In view of thatthe authors use instead the following expression��1s � log " 0:61 + 0:39� npart(b)npart�max�1=3!,�2# ; (11)where �2 = �2QCD=p2so is hosen to be 0.6. Note the �ne tuning between the0.61 in the numerator and 0.6 in the denominator of (11). As a onsequene,the value of ��1s for peripheral ollisions is extremely small and ��1s inreasesby a large fator between peripheral and entral ollisions. With this �netuning agreement with experiment is reovered. Note that for peripheralollisions (npart(b) � npart�max) one is pratially sitting on the Landaupole (i.e. the argument of the log is very lose to unity). Note also that with�QCD = 200 MeV, the value of the saturation sale for the most entralollisions is very small (260 MeV).In the saturation model the A-dependene of dN=dyd2pT grows largerwith inreasing pT and it turns out that the model an reprodue [24℄the measured values of the ratio RAA, Eq. (8), in the range 1.5 GeV< pT < 5 GeV. However, as disussed above the model has an A-dependeneat lower pT whih is too weak. Thus, it is perhaps not surprising that it hasthe right A-dependene for larger values of pT in some range.The above onsiderations indiate that saturation is not reahed at RHICenergies. The onsiderations in the previous setion based on RFT suggestthat it will not be reahed at LHC either.5. Nulear stopping revisitedIn pp ollisions the net proton (p�p) distribution is large in the fragmen-tation regions and has a deep minimum at mid-rapidities. In ontrast to thissituation a muh �atter distribution has been observed [25℄ in entral Pb�Pbollisions at CERN-SPS 2. In view of that, several authors have laimed that2 Atually, a huge stopping was �rst observed at AGS. However, in this ase we are ina di�erent regime (intra-nulear asade).



3344 A. Capellathe stopping in heavy ion ollisions is anomalous, in the sense that it an-not be reprodued with the same mehanism (and the same values of theparameters) used to desribe the pp data. In a reent paper [5℄ it has beenshown that this laim is not orret.In the model desribed in previous setions, the net baryon an be pro-dued diretly from the fragmentation of the diquark. Another possibility isthat the diquark splits produing a leading meson in the �rst string break-upand the net baryon is produed in a further break-up. Clearly, in the �rstase, the net baryon distribution will be more onentrated in the fragmenta-tion region than in the seond ase. The orresponding rapidity distributionsare related to the interepts of the relevant Regge trajetories, �qq and �q,respetively, i.e. they are given by e�y(1��). Here �y is the di�erene be-tween the rapidity of the produed net baryon and the maximal one. In thease of the �rst omponent, in order to slow down the net baryon it is nees-sary to slow down a diquark. The orresponding Regge trajetory is alledbaryonium and its interept is known experimentally to be �qq = �1:5�0:5.For the seond omponent, where a valene quark is slowed down, we take�q = 1=2 3.In this way we arrive at the following two omponent model for netbaryon prodution out of a single nuleondN�(b)dy (y) = a C� Z1��q(0)+ (1�Z+)�(b)�3=2+nsq(��(0)���(0)) + (1�a)C 0�� Z1��qq(0)+ (1�Z+)�(b)�3=2++nsq(��(0)���(0) ; (12)where nsq is the number of strange quarks in the hyperon ��(0) = 1=2��(0) = 0, Z+ = (ey�ymax), ymax is the maximal value of the baryon rapidityand �(b) is the average number of inelasti ollisions su�ered by the nuleonat �xed impat parameter b (see Se. 2.2). The onstants C� and C 0� are ob-tained from the normalisation to unity of eah term. The small Z behaviouris ontrolled by the orresponding interept. The fator (1 � Z+)�(b)�3=2is obtained by requiring that the Z-frations of all quarks at the ends ofthe strings, other than the one in whih the baryon is produed, go to zero[9,10℄. Following onventional Regge rules [28℄ an extra ��(0)���(0) = 1=2is added to the power of 1� Z+ for eah strange quark in the hyperon.3 There is a third possibility in whih the net-baryon transfer in rapidity takes plaewithout valene quarks (string juntion or gluoni mehanism) with interept either�SJ = 1=2 [26℄ or �SJ = 1 [27℄. We �nd no evidene for suh a omponent from theexisting pp and AA data. Its smallness ould be related to the fat that it produesan extra string of hadrons and, thus, does not orrespond to the dominant topology.



Mehanisms of Multipartile Prodution in Heavy Ion . . . 3345The fration a of the DB breaking omponent is treated as a free param-eter. The same for the parameter  in the DP omponent whih has to bedetermined from the shape of the (non-di�rative) proton inlusive ross-setion in the baryon fragmentation region. It an be seen from Eq. (12)that stopping inreases with �(b), i.e. with the total number of inelastiollisions su�ered by eah nuleon. This e�et is present in the two termsof Eq. (12) and is a onsequene of energy onservation. The question iswhether this �normal� stopping is su�ient to reprodue the data. In otherwords whether the data an be desribed with a universal value of a, i.e.independent of � and the same for all reations.Eq. (12) gives the total net baryon density, but it does not allow todetermine the relative densities of di�erent baryon speies. In order to doso we use the simple quark ounting rules desribed in Appendix B.A good desription of the data on the rapidity distribution of pp !p � p + X both at ps = 17:2 GeV and ps = 27:4 GeV is obtained fromEq. (12) with a = 0:4,  = 1, �q = 1=2 and �qq = �1. The results areshown in Table I at three di�erent energies, and ompared with the data.As we see the agreement is reasonable. For omparison with the nuleus�nuleus results, all values in Table I have been saled by the number ofpartiipants pairs in entral Pb�Pb and Au�Au ollisions (nA = 175). As itis well known, a pronouned minimum is present at y� = 0. There is also asubstantial derease of the mid-rapidity yields with inreasing energy. Also,the mid-rapidity distributions get �atter with inreasing energy sine thenet proton peaks are shifted towards the fragmentation regions.It is now possible to ompute the orresponding net baryon produtionin heavy ion ollisions and to hek whether or not the data an be desribedwith Eq. (12) using the same set of parameters as in pp.The results [5℄ for net proton (p�p) and net baryon (B�B) prodution inentral Pb�Pb ollisions at ps = 17:2 GeV and entral Au�Au ollisions atps = 130 GeV are given in Table II. The entrality is de�ned by the averagenumber of partiipants � npart = 2nA = 350 in both ases. Experimentalresults are given in brakets.The omparison of olumn 2 with the pp results in Table I at the sameenergy, shows the well known hange in the shape of the rapidity distribu-tion between pp and entral Pb�Pb ollisions at SPS.The minimum at y�=0is muh less pronouned in Pb�Pb and the net proton peaks in the pp frag-mentation regions are shifted to y� ��1:5. More interesting are the resultsin olumns 4 and 5whih ontain the preditions forAu�Au atRHIC. We seethat the shape of the rapidity distribution is very di�erent from the one at SPS.In onlusion, we have found that �anomalous� stopping is not neededin order to desribe the present data. Related models have been proposedin [29�31℄. The results for heavy ion ollisions are rather similar to the ones



3346 A. Capella TABLE ICalulated values [5℄ of the rapidity distribution of pp! p�p+X atps = 17:2GeVand 27.4 GeV (k = 1:4) and ps = 130 GeV (k = 2). (In order to onvert d�=dyinto dN=dy a value of � = 30 mb has been used). For omparison with the nuleus�nuleus results, all values in this table have been saled by nA = 175� the numberof partiipant pairs in entral Pb�Pb and Au�Au ollisions. Data are in brakets.y� pp! p� p pp! p� p pp! p� pps = 17:2 GeV ps = 27:4 GeV ps = 130 GeV0 9.2 6.5 3.6[6:3� 0:9℄1 15.0 9.3 4.2[16:1� 1:8℄ [9:6� 0:9℄1.5 25.8 14.6 5.1[24:1� 1:4℄ [15:4� 0:9℄2 47.1 26.2 6.8[45:4� 1:4℄ [27:7� 0:9℄ TABLE IICalulated values [5℄ of the rapidity distribution dN=dy for entral Pb�Pb!p�p+Xand Pb�Pb! B�B+X atps = 17:2GeV (k = 1:4) and entral Au�Au! p�p+Xand Au�Au! B �B +X at ps = 130GeV (k = 2) and ps = 200GeV (k = 2:2).The entrality has been de�ned by the number of partiipant pairs (nA = 175 atall energies) and � = n=nA = 4:5, 5.0 and 5.2 at ps = 17:2, 130 and 200 GeV,respetively. Data are in brakets.y� Pb�Pb! p� p Pb�Pb! B �B Au�Au! p� p Au�Au! B �Bps=17:2GeV ps=17:2GeV ps=130 (200)GeV ps=130 (200)GeV0 23.0 58.5 8.0 (7.4) 20.9 (18.9)[26:7� 3:7℄ [67:7� 7:3℄ [5:6� 0:9� 24%℄1 32.3 79.7 9.7 (8.7) 22.6 (22.0)[34:9� 1:5℄ [84:7� 3:5℄1.5 36.3 87.0 12.3 (10.9) 31.5 (27.4)[34:4� 1:7℄ [80:0� 3:9℄2 25.3 57.15 17.3 (14.3) 43.4 (35.9)[24:7� 1:5℄ [56:1� 3:1℄



Mehanisms of Multipartile Prodution in Heavy Ion . . . 3347obtained from Eq. (12). However, in these models there is some inrease inthe size of the seond omponent with the number of inelasti ollisions, i.e.some anomalous stopping is present.6. Hyperon�antihyperon produtionStrange partile prodution and, in partiular, of multistrange hyperonshas been proposed as a signal of Quark Gluon Plasma formation. Flavourequilibration is very e�ient in a plasma due to large gluon densities andlow thresholds. An analysis of the results at SPS in the framework of thepresent model has been presented in [31℄. In the following we onentrateon RHIC results.A general result in DPM is that the ratios B=h� and B=h� of baryon andantibaryon yields over negatives derease with inreasing entralities. Thisis easy to see from Eq. (2). The prodution from qs�qs strings sales with thenumber of binary ollisions. These strings have a smaller (average) invariantmass than the qq�q strings and, thus, are more a�eted by the thresholdsneeded for BB pair prodution. As a onsequene, the entrality dependeneof B and B prodution will be smaller than the one of negatives. (The samee�et was disussed in Se. 3.2 in onnetion with large pT prodution.) Thee�et is rather small at RHIC energies. However, it is sizable and inreaseswith the mass of the produed baryon. In ontrast with this situation,the data for �'s show no suh derease and an inrease is present for �prodution. Data on 
 prodution are not yet available. However, SPSdata learly show a hierarhy in the sense that the enhanement of baryonprodution inrease with the mass (or strange quark ontent) of the produedbaryon.The only way out we have found is to give up the assumption of stringindependene. Until now we have assumed that partiles produed in dif-ferent strings are independent from eah other. In the following we al-low for some �nal state interations between omoving hadrons or partons(see Se. 8). We proeed as follows.The hadroni densities obtained in Se. 2 are used as initial onditions inthe gain and loss di�erential equations whih govern �nal state interations.In the onventional derivation [32℄ of these equations, one uses ylindrialspae�time variables and assumes boost invariane. Furthermore, one as-sumes that the dilution in time of the densities is only due to longitudinalmotion4, whih leads to a ��1 dependene on the longitudinal proper time � .4 Transverse expansion is negleted. The fat that HBT radii are similar at SPS andRHIC and of the order of magnitude of the nulear radii, seems to indiate that thisexpansion is not large. The e�et of a small transverse expansion an presumably betaken into aount by a small hange of the �nal state interations ross-setions.



3348 A. CapellaThese equations an be written [31, 32℄� d�id� =Xk` �k` �k �` �Xk �ik �i �k : (13)The �rst term in the r.h.s. of (13) desribes the prodution (gain) of partilesof type i resulting from the interation of partiles k and `. The seond termdesribes the loss of partiles of type i due to its interations with partilesof type k. In Eq. (13) �i = dNi=dy d2s(y; b) are the partiles yields per unitrapidity and per unit of transverse area, at �xed impat parameter. Theyan be obtained from the rapidity densities (2) using the geometry, i.e. thes-dependene of nA and n. The proedure is explained in detail in [7℄ wherethe pion fragmentation funtions are also given. Those of kaons and baryonsan be found in [6℄. �k` are the orresponding ross-setions averaged overthe momentum distribution of the olliding partiles.Equations (13) have to be integrated from initial time �0 to freeze-outtime �f . They are invariant under the hange � ! � and, thus, the re-sult depends only on the ratio �f=�0. We use the inverse proportionalitybetween proper time and densities and put �f=�0 = (dN=dy d2s(b))=�f .Here the numerator is given by the DPM partiles densities. We take�f = [3=�R2p℄(dN�=dy)y��0 = 2 fm�2, whih orresponds to the density ofharged and neutrals per unit rapidity in a pp ollisions at ps = 130 GeV.This density is about 70 % larger than at SPS energies. Sine the orre-sponding inrease in the AA density is omparable, the average durationtime of the interation will be approximately the same at CERN-SPS andRHIC, about 5 to 7 fm.Next, we speify the hannels that have been taken into aount in ouralulations. They are�N ! K�(�) ; ��(�) ! K� ; �� ! K
 : (14)We have also taken into aount the strangeness exhange reations��(�) ! KN ; �� ! K�(�) ; �
 ! K� ; (15)as well as the hannels orresponding to (14) and (15) for antipartiles5. Wehave taken �ik = � = 0:2 mb, i.e. a single value for all reations in (14), (15)� the same value used in Ref. [31℄ to desribe the CERN SPS data.5 To be preise, of all possible harge ombinations in reations (14), we have only keptthose involving the annihilation of a light q�q pair and prodution of an s�s in thes-hannel. The other reations, involving three quarks in the t-hannel intermediatestate, have substantially smaller ross-setions and have been negleted. All hannelsinvolving �0 have been taken with ross-setion �=2 sine only one of the uu and ddomponents of �0 an partiipate to a given harge ombination. For details see the�rst paper of [31℄.



Mehanisms of Multipartile Prodution in Heavy Ion . . . 3349Before disussing the numerial results and the omparison with exper-iment let us examine the qualitative e�ets of omovers interation. Asexplained in the beginning of this setion, without �nal state interationsall ratios K=h�, B=h� and B=h� derease with inreasing entrality. The�nal state interations (14), (15) lead to a gain of strange partile yields.The reason for this is the following. In the �rst diret reation (14) we have�� > �K , �N > ��, ���N � �K��. The same is true for all diret reation(14). In view of that, the e�et of the inverse reations (14) is small. On theontrary, in all reations (15), the produt of densities in the initial and �nalstate are omparable and the diret and inverse reations tend to ompen-sate with eah other. Baryons with the largest strange quark ontent, whih�nd themselves at the end of the hain of diret reations (14) and have thesmallest yield before �nal state interation, have the largest enhanement.Moreover, the gain in the yield of strange baryons is larger than the one ofantibaryons sine �B > �B. Furthermore, the enhanement of all baryonspeies inreases with entrality, sine the gain, resulting from the �rst termin Eq. (13), ontains a produt of densities and thus, inreases quadratiallywith inreasing entrality. 6.1. Numerial resultsAll our results refer to mid-rapidities. The alulations have been perfor-med in the interval �0:35 < y� < 0:35. In Fig. 10(a)�10(d) we show the rapi-dity densities of B, B and B�B 6 versus h�= dN�=d� = (1=1:17) dN�=dyand ompare them with available data [33�35℄. We would like to stress thatthe results for � and � were given [6℄ before the data [35℄. This is animportant suess of our approah.In �rst approximation, the yields of p, p, � and � yields over h� areindependent of entrality. Quantitatively, there is a slight derease withentrality of p=h� and p=h� ratios, a slight inrease of �=h� and �=h� anda muh larger inrease for � (�)=h� and 
 (
)=h�. This is better seen inFig. 11(a) and 11(b) where we plot the yields of B and B per partiipantnormalised to the same ratio for peripheral ollisions versus npart. Theenhanement of B and B inreases with the number of strange quarks inthe baryon. This inrease is omparable to the one found at SPS between pAand entral Pb�Pb ollisions, espeially for antibaryons. The ratio K�=��inreases by 30 % in the same entrality range, between 0.11 and 0.14 inagreement with present data. The ratios B=B have amild derease withentrality of about 15 % for all baryon speies whih is also seen in the data.6 In the numerial alulations the net baryon yields have been obtained using theapproah in [6℄ and [31℄. This approah is oneptually di�erent from the one inSe. 5 but the numerial results are similar.
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Fig. 10. (a) Calulated values [6℄ of dN=dy of p (solid line) p (dashed line), and p�p(dotted line) at mid rapidities, jy�j < 0:35, are plotted as a funtion of dNh�=d�,and ompared with PHENIX data [33℄; (b) same for � and � ompared withpreliminary STAR data [34℄; () same for �� and �+ ompared to preliminarySTAR data [35℄ ; (d) same for 
 and 
.Our values for N h=N hmax = 1=2 arepp = 0:69 ; �� = 0:74 ; �� = 0:79 ; 

 = 0:83 ;to be ompared with the measured values [36℄pp = 0:63� 0:02 � 0:06 ; �� = 0:73 � 0:03 ; �� = 0:83� 0:03 � 0:05 :The ratio K+=K� = 1:1 and has a mild inrease with entrality, a featurealso seen in the data.
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Fig. 11. Calulated values [6℄ of the ratios B=npart (a) and B=npart (b), normalisedto the same ratio for peripheral ollisions (npart = 18), plotted as a funtion ofnpart.Note that a single parameter has been adjusted in order to determinethe absolute yields of BB pair prodution, namely the p one whih has beenadjusted to the experimental p value for peripheral ollisions. The yields ofall other BB pairs has been determined using the quark ounting rules givenin Appendix B. The experimental data in Fig. 10 are not orreted for feed-down from weak deays. If these orretions were the same (in perentage)for all baryon speies, our results should be ompared with unorretedyields. This seems to be the ase for p, p, � and � where the feed-downorretions are of the order of 20%. As a onsequene, our preditions for�, �, 
 and 
 have a 20% unertainty.Although the inverse slopes (�temperature�) have not been disussedhere, let us note that in DPM they are approximately the same for allbaryons and antibaryons both before and after �nal state interation � thee�et of �nal state interation on these slopes being rather small [37℄.7. New J= suppression data and the omovers interpretationThe NA38-NA50 ollaboration have observed a derease of the ratio ofJ= to dimuon (DY) ross-setions with inreasing entrality in SU andPb�Pb ollisions. The same phenomenon has been observed in pA ollisionswith inreasing values of A. In this ase, it is interpreted as due to theinteration of the pre-resonant  pair with the nuleons of the nuleus itmeets in its path (nulear absorption). As a result of this interation, the pair is modi�ed in suh a way that, after interation, it has no projetion



3352 A. Capellainto J= (a DD pair is produed instead). The J= survival probabilitySabs is well known (see for instane Eq. (7) of [7℄) and depends on a singlefree parameter �abs, i.e. the absorptive �N ross-setion.The NA50 ollaboration has shown that the J= suppression in Pb�Pbollisions has an anomalous omponent, i.e. it annot be reprodued usingnulear absorption alone. Two main interpretations have been proposed:de-on�nement and omovers interation. The latter mehanism has beendesribed in Se. 6 for strange partile prodution. In the ase of J= suppression, a single hannel is important namely  (or J= ) interatingwith omoving hadrons and produing a DD pair. In this ase, Eq. (13)an be solved analytially. The expression of the survival probability Soan be found in [7℄ (see Eq. (8)). It depends on a free parameter �o, i.e.the e�etive ross-setion for the omovers interation.Two important sets of new data have been presented reently by theNA50 ollaboration on pA [38℄ and Pb�Pb ollisions [39℄. Before these datawere available, the NA50 interpretation of the data was as follows. The pA,SU and peripheral Pb�Pb data an be desribed with nulear absorptionalone, with �abs = 6:4 � 0:8 mb. At ET � 40 GeV there is a sudden onsetof anomalous suppression with a steady fall o� at large ET. However, atvariane with this view, the most peripheral Pb�Pb points lied above thenulear absorption urve whih extrapolates pA and SU data.The new pA data indiate a substantially smaller value of the absorptiveross-setion. However, within errors, pA and SU data an still be desribedwith �abs = 4:4 � 0:5 mb [38℄. The new Pb�Pb preliminary data, taken in2000 with a target under vauum, are onsistent with previous ones exeptfor the most peripheral ones whih are now lower and onsistent with thenulear absorption urve [39℄. In this way, the NA50 interpretation remainsvalid. However, the new data lend support to the interpretation based onomovers interation. Indeed, due to the smaller value of �abs there is moreroom for omovers interation (i.e. for anomalous suppression) in SU.Atually, before the new data were available, it has been argued [8℄ thata value of �abs = 4:5 mb is also onsistent within errors with the old pAdata. Using this value and �o = 1 mb it has been possible to desribe allavailable data within the omovers senario [7, 8, 40℄. There was, however,a aveat, as pointed out in [8℄. Indeed, there was a mismath of about30 % between the absolute normalisations in SU and Pb�Pb. Atually,the ratio of the �rst normalisation to the seond one is only 1:04 � 0:02[38℄. (This fator takes into aount both the isospin orretion in SU andthe resaling in energy.) This mismath was indued by the high valuesof the most peripheral Pb�Pb data in the old NA50 data. Indeed, sinethe relative ontribution of the omovers to J= suppression is larger forentral ollisions, the entrality dependene of the J= suppression gets



Mehanisms of Multipartile Prodution in Heavy Ion . . . 3353�atter (steeper) with dereasing (inreasing) values of �o (at �xed �abs). Inorder to reprodue the shape of the J= over DY ross-setions ratio, fromvery peripheral to entral ollisions, in the old NA50 analysis, a value of�o = 1 mb was required. On the other hand the new data are desribedwith a smaller value �o = 0:65 mb. This derease of �o leads to a dereaseof the absolute normalisation, whih is now onsistent with the SU one7.The results [42℄ of the omover interation model with �abs = 4:5 mb and�o = 0:65 mb are presented in Fig. 12. As in Ref. [40℄ the steady fall-o�of the J= over DY ross-setions ratio at large ET is obtained introduingthe ET �utuations. The agreement with the new NA50 data [39℄ is quitesatisfatory. The absolute normalisation is 47. The orresponding one inSU is 45 in perfet agreement with the expetations disussed above.

Fig. 12. The ratio of J= over DY ross-setions in Pb�Pb ollisions a 158 GeV/versus ET obtained [42℄ in the omovers interation model with �abs = 4:5mb and�o= 0:65mb. The absolute normalisation is 47. The preliminary data are from [39℄.7 It is interesting that almost the same value of �o (�o = 0:7 mb) was obtained in [41℄from an analysis of SU data and old Pb�Pb data (whih overed a muh smallerentrality range). In [41℄ the absolute normalisation in SU and Pb�Pb were in goodagreement with eah other.



3354 A. CapellaIt is interesting to note that the data obtained using the ET alorimeterand the zero-degree alorimeter (ZDC) analysis are onsistent with eahother when using the measured ET � EZDC orrelation. This result waspredited in Ref. [8℄.Next, I would like to disuss brie�y the expetations for J= suppressionat RHIC in the omovers interation model. The alulation of the survivalprobability So is quite safe. Indeed, sine �o is a ross-setion near thresh-old, the same value obtained at SPS should be used at RHIC. The situationis quite di�erent for Sabs. Many authors assume that �abs is the same atRHIC and at SPS. It has also been suggested that it an be signi�antlylarger at RHIC. However, it seems plausible that at mid-rapidities, nulearabsorption at RHIC is small due to the fat that, ontrary to SPS, the pair is produed outside the olliding nulei. It is therefore ruial to havedata on J= prodution in pA interations at RHIC. If Sabs � 1 the J= suppression at RHIC and SPS will be omparable sine the smallness of thenulear absorption will be approximately ompensated by the inrease ofthe omovers suppression due to a larger omovers density at RHIC. Verypreliminary data tend to indiate that this is indeed the ase (see Fig. 13).

Fig. 13. J= branhing ratio times dN=dy saled by the number of binary ollisionsin Au�Au ollisions at ps = 200GeV per nuleon. The urves are obtained in theomovers model with �abs = 0 and �o = 0:65mb (upper) and �abs = 4:5mb and�o = 0:65mb (lower) [42℄. The urves are arbitrarily normalized. An extra 20%suppression between pp and entral Au�Au is expeted due to shadowing.



Mehanisms of Multipartile Prodution in Heavy Ion . . . 3355A quantitative analysis of the new NA50 data in the deon�ning se-nario is still missing. On the other hand, the entrality dependene of theaverage pT of J= is better desribed in the omovers approah than ina deon�ning senario [43℄. At RHIC energies, a small nulear absorption inpA ollisions (i.e. Sabs � 1), would be a very interesting situation in orderto disriminate between the omovers interation model and a deon�ningsenario. Indeed, in the latter, the shape of the entrality dependene wouldbe almost �at for peripheral ollisions (below the deon�ning threshold) andwould derease above the threshold. Suh a behaviour would be a lear sig-nal of deon�nement. On the ontrary, in the omovers senario, the fall-o�would be ontinuous, from peripheral to entral ollisions, and determinedby the same value of �o obtained from CERN SPS data.8. ConlusionsQuark Gluon Plasma (QGP) formation is obtained in statistial QCD,i.e. QCD applied to a system in thermal equilibrium. Therefore, one ofthe main issues in heavy ions physis is to determine whether or not theprodued �nal state reahes thermal equilibrium. An argument in favour ofequilibrium is the fat that partile abundanes are well desribed in termsof statistial models. However, one should take into aount that statistialmodels are also very suessful in pp and even e+e� interations. Therefore,it is important to study whether or not partile abundanes an be obtainedin a mirosopi model suh as DPM.As a starting point we have assumed that partiles produed in di�erentstrings are independent (see Se. 2). In this ase thermal equilibrium annotbe reahed no matter how large the energy density is. Indeed, in this asea large energy-density is the result of piling up a large number of indepen-dent strings. The assumption of independene of strings works remarkablywell in hh and hA interations [9, 10℄, even in the ase of event sampleswith 5 or 6 times the average multipliity, indiating that no sizable �nalstate interation is present in these reations. In nuleus�nuleus ollisions,we have desribed harged partile inlusive prodution and its entralitydependene. The model exhibits a term proportional to the number of bi-nary ollisions whih has been seen in the data both at SPS and RHIC. Thepresene of suh a term is required by unitarity and is not due to minijets.However, it is lear that in heavy ion ollisions, where several strings o-upy a transverse area of 1 fm2, the assumption of string independene hasto break down. This is indeed the ase. As we have seen, some data annotbe desribed without �nal state interation. It ould have happened thatthis �nal state interation is so strong that the string piture breaks downand beomes totally useless. This does not seem to be the ase. On the on-



3356 A. Capellatrary, present data an be desribed using the partile densities omputedin the model as initial onditions in the gain and loss (transport) equationsgoverning the �nal state interation. The interation ross-setion turns outto be small (of the order of a few tenths of a mb). Due to this smallness andto the limited interation time available, �nal state interation has an impor-tant e�et only on rare proesses, in partiular �, 
 and J= prodution.The bulk of the �nal state is not a�eted.Of ourse it is not possible to onlude that thermal equilibrium has notreahed. However, partile abundanes not only do not allow to onludethat it has been reahed, but, on the ontrary, their entrality dependenetends to indiate that this is not the ase. Let us onsider for instane p andp prodution. In our model, their yields are pratially not a�eted by �nalstate interation, i.e. they are pratially the same assuming string indepen-dene. Yet, the model reprodues the data, from very peripheral to veryentral interation. This suess would be di�ult to understand in a QGPsenario in whih for peripheral ollisions (below the ritial density) thereis strong, non-equilibrated, pp annihilation, whih beomes equilibrated forentral ones, above the ritial density. More generally, the QGP senariowould be strongly supported if some kind of threshold would be found inthe strange baryon yields around the ritial density value. At SPS energies,evidene for suh a threshold in the � yield has been laimed by the NA57ollaboration [44℄. Moreover, a saturation of all hyperon and antihyperonyields for entral ollisions was previously laimed by the WA89 ollabo-ration, at variane with the predition of the omovers model [31℄. Boththe threshold and the saturation are not present in the new NA57 analysis(presented by G. Bruno at the XXXVIII Renontres de Moriond). Unfor-tunately, these data only over a limited range of entrality. In ontrast tothis situation the RHIC data explore the whole entrality range from veryperipheral to very entral ollisions and the entrality dependene of theyields of p, �, � and their antipartiles shows no struture whatsoever. Ifthe same happens for 
 and 
 prodution (as predited in our approah)the ase for QGP formation from strange baryon enhanement will be ratherweak.Finally, it should be stressed that the �nal state interation of omoversin our approah is by no means a trivial hadroni e�et. Indeed, the inter-ation of omovers starts at the early times where densities, as omputed inDPM, are very large. In this situation the omovers are not hadrons (thereare several of them in the volume oupied by one hadron, and, moreover,at these early times hadrons are not yet formed). This is probably the rea-son why in our approah the omover interation ross-setions required todesribe the data are smaller than in a hadron gas model.



Mehanisms of Multipartile Prodution in Heavy Ion . . . 3357Before onluding, I would like to say that it is an honour and a pleasureto ontribute to this speial issue of Ata Physia Polonia B in homage tomy friend Jan Kwiei«ski. I would also like to aknowledge his importantontributions to the model presented here, realized during his (too rare)visits to Orsay. In partiular he played an important role in the general-isation of the Dual Parton Model to heavy ions ollisions [17℄ and also inintroduing [45℄ a semi-hard omponent in the model.Appendix A(a) Reggeon �eld theory versus Glauber modelThe reggeon alulus or reggeon �eld theory (RFT) [14℄ provides a �eldtheoretial formulation of the eikonal (for hh ollisions) or the Glauber (forhA and AB) models, valid at high energies. The main di�erene betweenthe RFT and the Glauber model is that, at high energies, the oherenelength is large and the whole nuleus is involved in the interation. More-over, due to the spae-time development of the interation, when, at highenergy a projetile interats inelastially with a nuleon of the nuleus, theformation time of (most of) the produed partiles is larger than the nulearsize and, thus, partiles are produed outside the nuleus. Therefore, planardiagrams give a vanishing ontribution at high energy. The relevant dia-grams are non-planar, desribing the �parallel� interations of onstituentsof the projetile with the target nuleons (in the ase of an hA ollision).This piture is in lear ontrast with the Glauber model, in whih the proje-tile undergoes suessive (billiard ball type of) ollisions with the nuleonsof the target.In spite of these di�erenes, one reovers the Glauber formula in �rstapproximation. This formula orresponds to the ontribution of the initialstate (on-shell projetile pole) to the various resattering terms. In RFTone has, besides these ontributions, also the ontributions due to low massand high mass di�rative exitations of the projetile. The latter are veryimportant sine, as we have seen in Se. 2.3, they give rise to shadowingorretions. (b) Cutting rulesAn important feature of RFT is that it obeys to the so-alled AGKutting rules [46℄. These rules allow to relate to eah other the di�erents-hannel disontinuities of a given graph, and also to relate them to theontribution of this graph to the total ross-setion. In this way, they providea powerful link between total ross-setion and multipartile prodution.



3358 A. CapellaIn order to illustrate these rules, let us onsider the ase of an interation ofa hadron h with two di�erent nuleons of the target nuleus A (with A� 2spetators), and let us assume that the objet exhanged in the t-hannel ofeah ollision is purely imaginary (Pomeron).Let us onsider the utting by a plane in between the two interations(i.e. in between the two Pomerons). We obtain in this way a di�rativeintermediate state ontaining a large rapidity gap. Let us all +1 its ontri-bution to �tot. From the utting rules we �nd that the inelasti ontributionobtained utting through one of the interations (an interferene term) has aweight �2 relative to the previous one. Sine there are two interations onean ut through, one obtains �4. Finally, utting by a plane through the twointerations (whih is possible sine the graph is non-planar) has a relativeweight +2. This last ontribution is also inelasti and has an average multi-pliity whih is twie that of the previous one. The total ontribution of thisdouble sattering, to �tot is thus equal to +1�4+2 = �1, a negative ontri-bution. The total ontribution to the non-di�rative inelasti ross-setionis �ND = �4 + 2 = �2. We see in this way that the (negative) ontributionof a double interation to �ND is two times larger, in absolute value that itsontribution to �tot. In the ase ofn ollisions the orresponding fator is 2n.Let us now onsider the ontribution of a double interation to the non-di�rative single partile inlusive ross-setion d�=dy. This ontribution is�4 + 2� 2 = 0. Indeed, in the ase of the ut through the two interationsthe ontribution to d�=dy has an extra fator 2 sine the triggered partilean be produed in either of the two interations. It turns out that suha anellation is true to all orders in the number of interations. We obtainin this way the so-alled AGK anellation. All resattering orretions ofthe Glauber type anel identially in d�=dy. Only the term with a singleinteration is left whih is proportional to A1 in pA interations.Note that the ruial ingredient in obtaining the AGK anellation isthe fat that the triggered partile has been produed in a ut interationwhih gives the extra fator 2 for two ut interations. The other possibilityis that, the trigger partile is emitted from the (ut) vertex funtion (blob).Clearly, in this ase the extra fator 2 is absent and the AGK anellationis not valid. In this ase the shadowing orretions are the same as in thetotal ross-setion.The AGK utting rule desribed above are quite general. They are validin any �eld theory in whih the vertex funtions obey the general propertiesof unitarity, rossing and large pT damping. The Glauber model is a par-tiular example in whih the AGK rules are valid. Their derivation in thisase is straightforward, as disussed below.



Mehanisms of Multipartile Prodution in Heavy Ion . . . 3359() The probabilisti Glauber model and the utting rulesLet us onsider for simpliity pA sattering. The main formula of theprobabilisti Glauber model is the one that gives the ross-setion �n for ninelasti ollisions of the projetile with n nuleons of the target nuleus, at�xed impat parameter b:�n(b) = �An� (�inel TA(b))n (1� �inel TA(b))A�n ; (A:1)where �inel is the proton�nuleon inelasti ross-setion and TA(b) is the nu-lear pro�le funtion. This equation is just the Bernoulli's formula for om-posite probabilities. The �rst fator is a trivial ombinatorial fator orre-sponding to the di�erent ways of hoosing n nuleons out of A. The seondone gives the probability of having n inelasti pN ollisions at given b. Thethird one is the probability that the remaining A�n nuleons do not interatinelastially. Let us onsider �rst a term with two ollisions both of whihare inelasti. The orresponding ross-setion is �22(b) = �A2�(�inelTA(b))2i.e. a positive term. Let us now onsider the ase of two ollisions only oneof whih is inelasti. The orresponding (interferene) term is �12(b) obtainedfrom Eq. (A.1) by putting n = 1 and taking the seond term in the expan-sion of the last fator. We get �12(b)=�A(A�1)(�inelTA(b))2. We see that�12(b) = �2�22(b). Thus, a resattering term ontaining two ollisions givesa negative ontribution to �tot.Let us now onsider the ontribution to d�=dy. It is given by �12(b) +2�22(b) = 0. Indeed, in the ase of a double inelasti ollision, the triggeredpartile an be emitted in either of them hene an extra fator 2. This isjust the AGK anellation. It is easy to see that it is valid order by order inthe total number of ollisions. This an also be seen as follows. The totalinelasti ross-setion for pA ollision in the Glauber model is given by thewell known expression�pAinel(b) = AXn=1�n(b) = 1� (1� �inel TA(b))A : (A:2)This expression ontains a term in A1 (Born term or impulse approximation).It also ontains ontribution from multiple sattering with alternate signs.Numerially, it behaves as A� with � � 2=3. The single partile inlusiveross-setion is given byd�pAdy (b) / AXn=1n �n(b) = A �inel TA(b) : (A:3)



3360 A. CapellaWe see that here multiple-sattering ontributions anel identially andonly the Born term is left. As a onsequene of this AGK anellationthe A-dependene of d�=dy in pA interations behaves as A1. In the aseof AB ollisions it behaves as AB and dNAB=dy = (1=�AB)d�AB=dy isproportional to the number of binary ollisions rather than to the numberof partiipants.We see in this way that the AGK rules are trivially satis�ed in theGlauber model. As mentioned in Se. A(a) in the Glauber model onlythe initial state is present in the vertex funtion (blob). Thus a seondaryan only be produed in an interation and the AGK anellation is exat.In a general theory with a more ompliated vertex funtion, the triggeredpartile may be produed in the blob. As disussed in Se. A(b) this givesrise to a violation of the AGK anellation whih is responsible for theshadowing orretions to the inlusive spetra.Appendix BIn order to get the relative densities of eah baryon and antibaryonspeies we use simple quark ounting rules [6,31℄. Denoting the strangenesssuppression fator by S=L (with 2L+S = 1), baryons produed out of threesea quarks (whih is the ase for pair prodution) are given the relativeweights I3 = 4L3 : 4L3 : 12L2S : 3LS2 : 3LS2 : S3 (B:1)for p, n, �+�, �0, �� and 
, respetively. The various oe�ients of I3are obtained from the power expansion of (2L+ S)3.For net baryon prodution, we have seen in Se. 5 that the baryon anontain either one or two sea quarks. The �rst ase orresponds to diretdiquark fragmentation desribed by the seond term of Eq. (12). The seondase orresponds to diquark splitting, desribed by the �rst term of (12). Inthese two ases, the relative densities of eah baryon speies are respetivelygiven by I1 = L : L : S (B:2)for p, n and �+�, andI2 = 2L2 : 2L2 : 4LS : 12S2 : 12S2 (B:3)for p, n, �+�, �0 and ��. The various oe�ients in (B.2) and (B.3) areobtained from the power expansion of (2L+S) and (2L+S)2, respetively.In order to take into aount the deay of ��(1385) into ��, we rede�nethe relative rate of �'s and �'s using the empirial rule �=0:6(�++��)keeping, of ourse, the total yield of �'s plus �'s unhanged. In this way
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